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 HOP, BITTER 

LIGHT, CRISP 

 

Hysberia 
Resonate – WA       

Raspberry 
Wheat 

5.2% 25 IBU $6 
Half: $3.5    

This crisp American Wheat beer fermented with over 80 lbs. of 
raspberry that is both light bodied and refreshing.  It has a distinct 
raspberry aroma, nice quenching dry character accompanied by a hint 
of sweetness and slight tart note balanced by subtle grain flavor. 
 

 

$1.75  

Growler: $14 

 H/Crowler: $9  

Chuckanut Kolsch 
Chuckanut – WA       

Kolsch 4.5% 22 
IBU 

5.5$ 
Half: $3   

Light-bodied with a soft malt flavor that gives way to a dry finish. 

 
 

$1.5  

Pivo 
Firestone Walker – CA       

Pilsner 5.3% 40 
IBU 

$5.5 
Half: $3   

Impeccable balance with floral aromatics, spicy herbal nuances, and 
bergamot zest and lemongrass notes. 
  

$1.5  

 

Atomic Punk 
Resonate – WA       

IPA 7.6% 70 IBU $6 
Half: $3.5   

A hop-forward yet extremely balanced and drinkable IPA.  This 
aggressively hopped IPA immediately strikes a power chord of 
grapefruit, tangerine, and pine flavors with a hint of "dankness". The 
malt profile provides just enough backbone sweetness to help support 
the hops taking center stage and then moves aside to leave a dry finish, 
setting the palate for more. 
 

 

 
$1.75 

 

 

Growler: $14 

 H/Crowler: $9 
 

 

 

Revolver (#1) 
Resonate – WA       

American 
Pale Ale 

6.0% 43 IBU $6 
Half: $3.5    

Floral and herbal aroma with notes of lemon and citrus.  Medium bodied 
with a balance of citrus, toasty malt notes and hints of lemon and 
thyme.  Firm enough bitterness to keep things balanced with a nice dry 
finish that keeps you coming back for more. 
 

 

$1.75  

Growler: $14 

 H/Crowler: $9  

 

Red Sector Eh! 
Resonate – WA       

Red IPA 6.2% 80 IBU $6 
Half: $3.5   

There is a very distinct red hue to this well-hopped, yet balanced beer.   
It has a rich malt character without being overly sweet and a huge hop 
character without being overly bitter.  Bold yet balanced. 
 

 

$1.75  

Growler: $14 

 H/Crowler: $9 
  

 

Rebel Rebel 
Resonate – WA       

Premium 
Bitter 

4.4% 43 IBU $5.5 
Half: $3   

Resonate's version of an English "Premium Bitter": a flavorful, yet 
refreshing, sessionable beer.   The balance is decidedly bitter, however, 
fruity esters and distinct English malt flavor are well represented.  Finish 
is dry with a medium-light body. ` 
 

 

$1.5  

Growler: $13.5 

 H/Crowler: $8.5 
  

 

Whipa 
Resonate @ Postdoc – WA       

Wheat IPA 6.4% 48 IBU $5.5 
Half: $3   

Powerful citrus & spicy aroma and flavor. Very hop forward, but not 
overly bitter.  Massive, juicy flavors with the wheat providing a slightly 
creamy mouthfeel.  

$1.5 
 

Growler: $13.5 

 H/Crowler: $8.5 
  

Brewer’s Reserve IIPA 
Old Schoolhouse – WA         

Imperial IPA 9.0% 90 
IBU $7   

 
Mild caramel malt character and plenty of Pacific Northwest hops.  
 

 
$2.75  

Heart of Darkness 

Two Beers - WA       

Cascadia Dark 

Ale 

6.8% 67 
IBU 

$6.5 
Half: $3.75   

Hints of roasted malt and slight chocolate notes with a firm bitterness, 

ample hop aroma and flavors of citrus, pine and herbal. 
 

$2  

IPA 
Alesmith - CA       

IPA 7.3% 73 
IBU 

$7 
Half: $4   

Aromas of grapefruit and tangerine lead into an abundance of fresh 
pine and tropical fruit notes followed by a crisp, resinous bitterness. 

 
$2  



 

 

MALT, ROAST 

 

Lithium 
Resonate – WA       

Altbier 5.2% 53 
IBU 

$6 
Half: $3.5  

Medium bodied with crispness.  Clean, yet complex malt character 
balanced by solid bitterness and hop flavors.  This bittersweet amber 
colored beer is light enough to be sessionable and full of flavors.   

$1.75  
Growler: $14 

 H/Crowler: $9 
 
 

 

 

Paradise 
Resonate – WA       

Coconut 
Porter 

5.9% 40 
IBU $6  

 
This silky, dark beer has a creamy mouthfeel with the aroma and flavor 
of toasted coconut, vanilla bean, dark chocolate and hints of caramel. 
It’s the perfect Pacific Northwest winter beer:  escape from the cold 
rainy weather to paradise.  
 

 

$2  

Growler: $ 

 H/Crowler: $ 
  

 

Snaggletooth 
Resonate – WA       

Imperial 
Coffee Stout 

8.4% 60 
IBU $6  

 
Layers of dark, roasted malt with flavors of chocolate, brown sugar and 
Caffe Lusso coffee beans.  Hopped well to help balance out this big 
beer.  

$2  

Growler: $16 

 H/Crowler: $11 
 

 

Hoe Down Brown 
Everybody’s Brewing - WA       

American 
Brown Ale 

5.2% 40 
IBU 

$6 
Half: $3.5  

A medium bodied beer that has a slight nutty sweetness. The color is a 
rich brown beauty, and the hops remind you they are present to help 
create a clean aftertaste. 
 

 $1.75  

Walking Stick 
Walking Man - WA       

Oatmeal Stout 7.2% 45 
IBU $5.5 

 
Roast malt, cocoa molasses, leather, dark chocolate.  Medium bodied 
with a slightly bitter roast finish. 
  

$1.75  

 
 
FRUIT, FUNK, BELGIAN 

 

Gose-Head 
Resonate @ Postdoc – WA       

Gose 
(Goes-uh) 

4.7% 24 
IBU $5.5  

 
Sharp, crisp and clean.  Very tart with citrus and enough bitterness to 
support but not distract. 

 

$1.75  
Growler: $13.5 

 H/Crowler: $8.5 
  

La Tormenta 

Breakside – OR        

Sour 6.0%   9 
IBU 

$7.5  
 

Sour ale made with a unique blend of citrusy, tropical and fruity hops.  

Blueberry, guava, grapefruit, and lemongrass flavors. 
 

$3  

Belgian Strong Dark 
Pfriem – OR       

Belgian Dark 
Strong 

10% 38 
IBU $7.5  

 
Bold flavors of fig dipped in dark chocolate, ripe fruit and toffee. 

 
 

$3  







WINE    CIDER   

Red     

 Cabernet Sauvignon – Alexandria Nicole  $9  Rhubarb – Schilling $8 
Half: $4.5 

 Harvester’s Red - Piccola $7    

    Dry – Seattle Cider $7.5 
Half: $4.25 

White     

 Shepherd’s Mark – Alexandria Nicole $8    




